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PROFILE

I am a web developer with a focus on creating secure, optimized, and responsive web applications. I am also passionate
about staying up-to-date with the latest technologies and am constantly seeking to learn and grow as a developer.

EDUCATION

B.Tech Mechanical Engineering, Cochin University of Science and Technology
•CGPA 7.57/10

2018 – 2022
India

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Full Stack Web Developer, Lascade
•Successfully developed and maintained multiple highly responsive and SEO-optimized 
front-end web applications, resulting in improved user satisfaction and search engine 
visibility.
•Collaborated in the maintenance of an express backend server to effectively handle and 
process large volumes of analytical data from various mobile and web applications.

Sep 2022 – present
Ernakulam

•Designed and maintained a full-stack blog site featuring an intuitive admin panel for 
creating, reading, updating, and deleting blogs. Implemented SEO best practices to improve 
search engine visibility and drive traf�c to the site.

Web developer intern, Edureka
•Developed an e-commerce web application using the MERN stack, featuring user 
authentication and integration with payment gateway Razorpay.
• Designed an admin panel for managing and monitoring the platform.

Jul 2021 – Feb 2022

AWARDS

Achieved �rst place in hackathon, Sree Buddha College of Engineering
Developed a Figma plugin that automatically identi�es and resolves errors in designs, 
ensuring compliance with design guidelines for improved UI.

10 Dec 2021

PROJECTS

Gauss, Next.js, Mongoose, MongoDb, MobX, Razorpay, Typescript, TailwindCSS
Designed and developed a full-stack e-commerce web application featuring responsive design, secure user authentication, 
and a fully featured admin panel for managing products, orders, and more. Implemented cart functionality and integrated a 
payment gateway using Razorpay.

The Social Spot, Next.js, NextAuth, Firebase, Recoil, TailwindCSS
Developed a social media web application that allows authenticated users to share experiences through posts and interact 
with each other through likes and replies.

Figma Co-pilot, React, Node.js, Typescript, Webpack, Figma
Designed and developed Figma Co-pilot, a �gma plugin that automatically identi�es and resolves errors in designs on all 
layers to ensure compliance with guidelines and improve the design process.

Google Clone, Next.js, Google Search API, TailwindCSS
Created a Next.js project that replicates the functionality of a search engine, allowing users to search the internet using the 
Google Search API.
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SKILLS

Frontend Development (Next.js, React, React Query, Redux Toolkit, Recoil, MobX, Apollo Client, TailwindCSS)

Backend Development (Node.js, Express, Flask, Prisma, Mongoose, GraphQL)

Programming languages (Javascript, Typescript, Python, Ruby) | Technologies (Docker, Kubernetes, Git/Github, Figma)

VOLUNTEER EXPERIENCE

TinkerHub, Backend developer
Collaborated in the development and maintenance of a backend web application  for a 
college festival, as part of Tinkerhub.

India

Hack Club, Frontend developer
Contributed to the development of a front-end landing page web application for a hackathon

 as part of Hack Club.

India
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